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Abstract In this paper, an optimization-based decision

support model for determining diesel electric machinery

system configuration in conceptual ship design is presented.

Load distribution on the engines is considered in themodel to

ensure that required demand is met with sufficient power

supply for all future operational states. A method for fuel

consumption calculation is presented, based on determining

optimal load distribution amongst the engines related to each

engine’s generalized specific fuel consumption curve. Total

fuel costs and appropriate NOX taxes are calculated based on

the ship’s future operational profiles. A case study is pre-

sented to exemplify the use of the model. Results show that

the model might be used to obtain valuable insight to

expected operational costs and decision support for selecting

machinery system configuration.

Keywords Diesel electric machinery � Load distribution �
Design optimization

1 Introduction

During the last decade there has been an increasing trend

towards electrical propulsion of ships, especially for ship

types exposed to large variations in power demand during

operation. Optimization methods have been widely used in

the modeling and control of such systems, e.g., [1, 2], but

only a few optimization studies are seen where the engine

selection during design phase is the main focus [3–6]. In

this work, we propose an optimization model for selecting

engine configuration for a diesel electric (DE) machinery

system in conceptual design of ship building. With engine

configuration, we denote the engine models and number of

engines in the machinery.

DE systems are complex systems, including a number of

power generators and components such as switchboards,

transformers, frequency converters and electrical motors.

The set of feasible solutions is limited by physical, tech-

nical, economic and regulatory restrictions. Since there are

a large number of possible machinery configurations, we

believe an optimization model can be beneficial as decision

support to select the optimal one.

Several aspects must be considered when designing the

machinery, such as power demands, flexibility, safety and

investment and operational costs. Since the installation of a

machinery system is normally a onetime event it must

provide for the ship’s total demand for propulsion and

services over the ship’s lifetime, including steering gear,

deck machinery, navigation and communication equip-

ment, hotel load, cargo support and mission requirements

[7].

DE machinery is typically considered for ship types

exposed to high load variations, such as offshore supply

vessels, cruise ships, dynamic positioning drilling vessels,

thruster-assisted moored floating production facilities,

pipe layers, icebreakers, and warships [8]. With DE

machinery an appropriate number of engines can usually

be running on loads within the engine’s optimum energy

efficiency points, in order to minimize fuel consumption

[9]. In addition, DE machinery enables a better
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hydrodynamic efficiency due to a FP propeller operated

by a variable speed drive, higher reliability due to the

increased redundancy of multiple engines, and improved

space utilization. The drawback is the conversion losses,

that can increase the fuel consumption about 10 % com-

pared to a diesel-mechanical solution with the same

engine configuration and load. Recently, electric propul-

sion driven by natural gas engines (GE) has also become

an alternative, and is especially relevant in emission

control areas. The drawbacks of this solution are the

current state of LNG infrastructure, the increased volume

of fuel tanks, as well as the slower dynamic response of

dual-fuel/low pressure GE in complex offshore opera-

tions. The slow response is particularly a problem in low

load situations, which implies that taking real operating

profiles into account is also important for GE configura-

tions. However, in the remainder of this paper, only DE

machinery systems will be considered.

Components to consider when designing machinery sys-

tems are investment costs and operational costs, such as fuel

costs, manning hours, and maintenance and repair costs.

Depending on ship type and sailing areas the operational

costs may also include environmental taxes for example on

NOX when operating in Norwegian waters [10].

International and national incentives and regulations are

enforced to encourage reduction of emission to air from

ships. The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO)

regulations for SOX emission control areas (SECA) impose

an upper limit on the sulphur content of the fuel [11]. With

respect to this, the fuel type burned must be considered.

Reducing CO2 emissions to air can be achieved by

reducing fuel consumption [12, 13]. To reduce NOX

emissions all engines in new builts must comply with a

maximum allowable NOX emission limit given by regula-

tion 13 of MARPOL annex VI and be issued an Engine

international air pollution prevention (EIAPP) certification

[14]. This regulation will be strengthened in 2016.

Other factors of concern when selecting engines are

weight and size, ship owner’s previous knowledge with the

system and component manufacturers, need for training of

crew, high speed, and good maneuverability and minimum

loss of cargo space [15]. The design of a new machinery

system is typically done by considering a traditional con-

cept as a base and by careful studies of the operational

profile of the ship and the available machinery options.

The aim of this paper is to present an optimization

model for the design configuration of complex DE

machinery systems that explicitly takes the ship’s lifecycle

operational profile into account. Meeting power demands

in all operational states and maintaining available power

for safety concerns are main constraints, whereas mini-

mizing the net present value of investment and operational

costs over the ship’s lifetime is the main objective. The

operational costs considered are fuel costs and NOX taxes.

To include environmental concerns on SO2 we only con-

sider fuel types allowed by regulations [14]. The proposed

model is not ship type dependent and can be used in con-

ceptual design of any ship type where DE propulsion is

considered. We consider a library of existing and unique

engine models for this selection. Data in this library are

taken from open sources and all engines evaluated have

been issued an EIAPP certification. We investigate the

engines’ specific fuel consumption trend to identify a

method to calculate and thereafter optimize engine loads

and hence fuel consumption. We carry out a case study on

an anchor handling and tug supply ship to exemplify the

model.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:

mathematical modeling assumptions and definitions are

discussed in Sect. 2, while Sect. 3 presents the optimiza-

tion model for cost-effective DE machinery configuration.

A case study to illustrate the use of the model is presented

in Sect. 4, whereas conclusive remarks are given in Sect. 5.

2 Modeling assumptions and definitions

In this section we present assumptions and definitions to

the mathematical optimization model formulation and

methods to measure the four key performance factors of

our cost minimizing objective. These are investment

costs, fuel costs, NOX emission taxes and area restrictions

in the machinery room. Section 2.1 presents the ship’s

operational profiles, while area restrictions are discussed

in Sect. 2.2. Section 2.3 describes a method for calcu-

lating an upper limit on the number of engines to consider

when evaluating a homogeneous configuration, i.e.,

where all engines are of the same engine model. Fuel

costs and NOX taxes are defined in Sects. 2.4 and 2.5,

respectively.

2.1 Operational profiles

A ship’s lifetime can be defined as a set of operational

profiles, where an operational profile can be defined as a set

of operational states, for example as transit, loading and

standby, which are typical operational states for an offshore

supply vessel [2, 16]. Each operational state is defined by a

power demand and duration. Since we evaluate fuel costs

and NOX emission taxes over the ship’s lifetime, all future

operational profiles and states must be considered.

Depending on type of ship, ship owner’s business strategy

and the market situation there can be large variations in

operational profiles over this time. In this paper, we assume

that the ship’s operations over its lifetime are known or can

be estimated reasonably well.
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In the following, we associate to a time period t an

operational profile, and define T to represent the set of time

periods. Further, let the different operational states the ship

can be engaged in be represented by the set O indexed by a

single index o. For each time period t the ship can undertake

a subset of operational states Ot, each described by the time

in the state, Tot and power demand, PD
ot. Figure 1 illustrates

the life time, time period and operational state structure.

Time periods shown are from t ¼ 1; . . .;m and operational

states from o ¼ 1; . . .; n. The bar chart represents the time

and power demands for each operational state in time period

T1, for example is the power demand 2500 (kW) in time

period T1 and operational state O1, named Transit.

The power demand, PD
ot is defined as the power required

from the engines. This means that any efficiency losses

from power transfer, e.g., from the shaft, propeller or hull,

are already taken into account. This applies also to the sea

margin, which is used by ship designers, builders and

owners to represent an added margin when estimating

speed–power relationship.

2.2 Area restrictions

We assume the design of the hull is known, and a given area

is available for engines in the machinery room. Since we

consider the conceptual phase of ship design we assume that

this area restriction can be exceeded, within limitations, if

seen cost beneficial. Let the parameter AU represent the ini-

tial area designated for engines in the machinery room. This

area can be exceeded up to a maximum area violation rep-

resented by parameter AV. Violation of the area constraint

causes a penalty cost proportional to the lost space. This cost

can be attributed to the lost opportunity cost of reduced cargo

capacity, and/or the cost of machinery space redesign.

2.3 Configurations

Investigations of existing DE machinery systems on off-

shore ships show systems configured by several engines,

but typically one, sometimes two different unique engine

models, and where all engines are made by the same

manufacturer [17, 18]. A single engine manufacturer is an

advantage regarding complexity and diversity of subsys-

tems, and might also have a positive effect on reduced

investment and maintenance costs.

In a DE machinery system the power generated by an

engine can be utilized by any consumer when the engines

are operating on the same power grid. For this to be a

reality the bus ties used to separate the power grids need to

be open. We consider the bus ties open, which allows us to

reduce the physical component connection logic concern-

ing power transfer from producer to consumer that for

example appears in a conventional direct driven machinery

system with shaft generator and auxiliary engines.

Based on the area restrictions (including maximum

allowed violation) in the machinery room and the opera-

tional power demands, we can calculate an upper limit on

how many engines of each engine model there will be

necessary to consider installed in the same configuration.

This number will be needed in the mathematical model

definition in Sect. 3.1.1.

Let M represent the set of engine manufacturers to

choose from. Let the set E represent unique engine models

and the subsets Em be the set of engine models produced by

manufacturer m. To enable the possibility of installing

several engines of the same unique engine model e, we

introduce the subsets Je. The cardinality of this subset

represents an upper limit on the number of engines of

model e that can be selected. For each engine model e we

use Eq. 1 to find the size of the set,

Jej j ¼ min
AU þ AV

Ae

� �
;

max
t2T ;o2O

PD
ot

PR
e

þ 1

2
666

3
777

8<
:

9=
; e 2 E ð1Þ

where Ae is the occupied area, AV is the maximum area

violation, and PR
e the rated power of each engine model e.

The first term in Eq. 1 limits the number of engines by

area restrictions, while the second term is based on the

class requirements for DP redundancy, allowing one engine

to malfunction in the most demanding operational state.

The parameter representing occupied area per engine

should include a factor accounting for additional required

space around engines (for accessibility, pipe connections,

etc.). If the two terms in Eq. 1 differ in calculated value the

minimum of the two define the size of subset Je.

2.4 Fuel costs

In order to calculate the net present value of the fuel costs

over the ship’s lifetime, we need to consider the operation

of each engine, referring to the load on each engine during

each operational state. We further refer to load distribution

Fig. 1 Life time structured in time periods and operational profiles
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as the scheme for how each engine in the configuration is

loaded in order to satisfy the power demand of the given

operational state. We have studied a collection of more

than 100 engines in the power range of 400–11,600 (kW)

to determine a method for load distribution, and hence for

fuel consumption calculation. The data were taken from

open sources and all engines have been issued EIAPP

certification, based on appropriate test cycle [11]. The EI-

APP data include rated power, manufacturer, and fuel type

during testing, specific fuel consumption (sfoc) and specific

NOX emissions (snox).

Fuel consumption can be presented as a function of the

engine load. The engine load and sfoc are assumed constant

within one operational state. For an engine of model e in

operational state o of time period t these are defined by beot
and sSFOCeot , respectively. Let feot be the total fuel con-

sumption of one engine of model e with rated power PR
e , in

operational state o in time period t calculated as follows:

feot ¼ PR
e Tots

SFOC
eot beot ð2Þ

The engine’s sfoc is a function of the load and typically

given by the generalized Eq. 3

sSFOCeot ¼ Aeb
3
eot þ Beb

2
eot þ Cebeot þ De; ð3Þ

where parameters Ae;Be;Ce and De represent engine-spe-

cific curve constants.

Two examples illustrating the relation between sfoc and

the engine load are presented in Fig. 2, where the solid

curves illustrate the sfoc curves for two diesel engines of

rated power 455 and 645 kW, respectively. As can be seen,

engine operations on low loads usually result in higher sfoc

than operations within the engine’s optimal operating

interval, which typically is between 70 and 90 % loads.

When combining Eqs. 2 and 3 we see that the fuel

consumption, feot, will be in the power of four with respect

to the engine load, beot. For the following we refer to the

multiplication of sSFOCeot and beot from Eq. 2 as the specific

fuel oil performance (sfop). In Fig. 2 the sfop curves for the

two diesel engines are given by dotted lines. Both curves

look close to linear. If one interprets the sfop curve as

linear the fuel consumption expression can be simplified

and the mathematical formulation linearized.

The forms of the sfoc and sfop curves are typical for

most engines. We grouped the investigated engines based

on their rated power and group intervals of 1,000 kW. For

each group we calculated the average sfoc and sfop curves,

and a linear approximation of the average sfop curve.

Comparisons to the unique engine-specific curves showed

that for power ranges over 60 % the linear approximated

average sfop curve was off with -1.75 to 0.7 %. For loads

less than 60 % it showed that the linear approximated

average sfop curve underestimated the engine-specific

curves from 2 % to as much as 30 %.

It was confirmed that the most severe errors were located

at the same low loads after we calculated and studied a linear

approximation for each unique engine separately. One of the

single best estimates was found for a 645 kW engine, see left

chart of Fig. 3. The worst estimation, an underestimation of

44 %, was found for a 455 kW engine, see right chart of

Fig. 3. The error is presented on the right axis andwith dotted

curve. Be aware that the axis values are not the same between

the two figures.

A linear approximation would be sufficient with little or

no low load operations. However, low load operations are

common, and we thus need a better approximation to avoid

a too low fuel cost estimate. Thus, to improve the accuracy,

we approximate the engine-specific sfop by piecewise lin-

ear functions. This can be done since Eq. 2 satisfies the

separable function requirement of being expressed as the

sum of functions of a single value [19]. Here each term is a

function of the engine load. Our problem is not convex and

to obtain global and not only local optimum a special

ordered set of type 2 (sos2) is used. The sos2 method

introduces a set W of weight variables which can take on a

value between zero and one. The sum of these variables

must be exactly one. For each weight variable there is a

corresponding engine load and sfop value. In Fig. 4 these

values are represented by ci and SFi , where ci represent the

Fig. 2 Specific fuel oil

consumption and performance
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load, while SFi represent the sfop value, respectively. With

the sos2 method at most two weight variables can be non-

zero and these two must be adjacent. These variables

represent the distance between the weights’ corresponding

constant values and the linear approximated values of the

engine load and sfop between these two points.

The estimation error of the sfop, will depend on the

number of weights in the grid. How refined the grid should

be depends on the original sfop curve of each individual

engine. The dotted line in Fig. 4 illustrates an underesti-

mation from the generalized curve and the sfop value found

using the sos2 method.

We have now defined how to estimate the specific fuel

performance for an engine depending on the engine load,

and presented a formula for fuel consumption calculation.

Fuel costs can be found by multiplying the fuel con-

sumption with the fuel price. The fuel price is here

assumed known for each time period and operational state

considered. Furthermore, the fuel price is area dependent

since SECA approved fuel types are distillates and more

expensive than fuel normally used outside of SECAs. Thus,

if an operational state is executed both in and outside of a

SECA we split the state in two. For example, if the oper-

ational state Transit is undertaken in both areas we define

the two states Transit and Transit SECA, both with the

same power demand but with area appropriate time. This

enables us to consider fuel switch between inside and

outside a SECA, which is relevant since fuel types for

operations inside SECA are restricted by the upper sulphur

content cap [14]. Low sulphur content fuel types are gen-

erally higher priced than non-distilled fuel types. A fuel

switch can hence be cost beneficial. To calculate net

present values, we use an annual discount rate to decide the

fuel cost of future operations.

2.5 NOX emission taxes

Regional, national and operational dependent NOX taxes

can add to the operational costs of a ship. In Norwegian

waters there is an NOX tax of approximately 965 USD per

ton emitted. Whether the NOX tax applies depends on ship

type, the origin, transition and destination ports, and type

of operational state [10].

There is a strong connection between the temperature in

the engine, the fuel/air ratio and the NOX emission, hence,

the emitted NOX is typically calculated as a function of the

peak combustion temperatures and oxygen concentration

or just air/fuel ratio dependent [20–22]. The Norwegian

Fig. 3 Specific fuel

performance, linear

approximation and percentage

error, from left to right engines

with rated power of 645 and

455 kW, respectively

Special ordered set of type 2 

The fuel performance curve is 
divided in  linear pieces 
where  is the set of weight 
variables. For each weight variable 
there exists a corresponding 
constant engine load and sfop value 
point. With sos2 maximum two 
adjacent weights can take a non-
zero value and the sum of all 
weights must equal 1. The weight 
variables are used to find the linear 
approximated engine load and sfoc
values between two adjacent points. 

Fig. 4 Illustration of special

ordered set of type 2
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Maritime Authority gives two alternatives for NOX tax

calculations, both based on specific NOX equivalents (g

NOX/g burned fuel). The first method for deciding the NOX

equivalent is by the EIAPP certificate and NOX Technical

File of the engine, whereas the second uses onboard mea-

surements approved by the Norwegian Maritime Authority.

The Norwegian Maritime Authority does not approve of

direct measuring of the emission due to the lack of inter-

national guidelines and standards on equipment for con-

tinuous onboard NOX measuring [23].

We further refer to the specific NOX equivalent as the

snox parameter and calculate it by use of EIAPP data. The

parameter is found by dividing snox (g/kWh 9 1000) by

sfoc (g/kWh), when both are measured at 70 % engine

loads [10, 23]. The estimated NOX emission of the ship is

hence fuel consumption dependent. To find the costs, we

multiply with given tax and assume the tax level over the

ship’s life time as known in advance. The same procedure

as for the fuel costs is used to take net present values into

account.

3 Mathematical model

In this section a mathematical model representation of the

DE machinery configuration is formulated. Section 3.1

presents the notations, while the mathematical optimization

model formulation is given in Sect. 3.1.1. Cuts added to

reduce the solution time are given in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Model notations (Table 1)

3.1.1 Model formulation

Min
X
m2M

X
e2Em

X
j2Je

CI
exjem þ

X
t2T

X
o2Ot

X
m2M

X
e2Em

X
j2Je

CF
otP

R
e Totyjemot

"

þ
X
t2T

X
o2ON

t

X
m2M

X
e2Em

X
j2Je

CN
otS

N
e P

R
e Totyjemot þ

X
t2T

X
o2Ot

CV
otTotv

3
5

ð4Þ

Subject to:X
m2M

zm ¼ 1 ð5Þ

xjem � zm � 0 m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð6Þ

yjemot ¼
X
i2W

SFiecijemott 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð7Þ

bjemot ¼
X
i2W

Licijemot ;t 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð8Þ
X
i2W

cijemot ¼ 1 t 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð9Þ

X
m2M

X
e2Em

X
j2Je

PR
e bjemot �PD

ot t 2 T; o 2 Ot ð10Þ

max
t2T ;o2O

PD
ot �

X
m02M

X
e02Em

X
j02Je

PR
e xj0e0m0 þ PR

e xjem � 0

m 2 M, e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð11ÞX
m2M

X
e2Em

X
j2Je

Aexjem � v�AU ð12Þ

ajemot � xjem � 0t 2 T, o 2 Ot;m 2 M,e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð13Þ

bjemot � LUajemot � 0 t 2 T, o 2 Ot;m 2 M,e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð14Þ

bjemot � LLajemot � 0t 2 T, o 2 Ot;m 2 M,e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð15Þ
xjem 2 0; 1f g m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð16Þ

yjemot � 0t 2 T; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð17Þ

zm 2 0; 1f g m 2 M ð18Þ

0� v�AV ð19Þ
ajemot 2 0; 1f g t 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð20Þ

bjemot 2 0; LL; LU
� �� �

t 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð21Þ
cijemot 2 sos 2 t 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je

ð22Þ

The objective function (4) minimizes the sum of

investment and operational costs over the ship’s lifetime.

The four terms represent the investment costs, the fuel, the

NOX tax for operations undertaken in areas where this is

required, and the penalty cost that occurs if the designated

machinery area is exceeded, respectively. The investment

costs in the first version of the model are assumed pro-

portional to the rated power of the engine based on pre-

vious studies on diesel engines [25], but in our

computational study in Sect. 4.2 we will discuss how an

exponential investment cost function, as found in [24], will

influence the results.

Constraint (5) ensures that only one manufacturer is

chosen, whereas constraints (6) require that the selected

engines are produced by the chosen manufacturer. Con-

straints (7)–(9), in combination with (22), ensure proper

use of the sos2 method for deciding fuel performance

factors, engine loads and weight variables. Power demands

met at all times are guaranteed by constraints (10), while

compliance with safety restrictions on power capacity if

one of the engines malfunctions is ensured by constraints
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(11). Constraint (12) ensures that the area restriction in the

machinery room is respected.

If an engine is ever in use it must also be included in

the machinery configuration, which is ensured by con-

straints (13). Upper and lower limits for load variables,

binary restrictions and non-negativity constraints are

given by (14)–(21). The output of the model is a set of

engines to install based on a cost minimization over the

ship’s lifetime, while ensuring power demand met at all

times. The engines can be of different sizes or of the

same engine model, but are all produced by the same

manufacturer.

3.2 Additional cuts

The model described in Sect. 3.1.1 will be solved by a

commercial solver by means of the branch and bound

technique. A high solution time might limit the practical

use of the model by restricting the problem size, which

amongst others includes number of engine types, time

periods and operational states concerned. In order to avoid

such limitations we tighten the model formulation by

adding cuts considering the subsets Je. Remember that

these subsets consist of identical engines of model e. If an

engine j of Je is not included in the configuration then

Table 1 Model notations

Notations

Sets

M Manufacturers, indexed by m

E Engine models, indexed by e

Em Subset of engine models made by manufacturer m

Je Subset of engines of engine model e, indexed by j

O Operational states, indexed by o

Ot Subset of operational states in time period t

ON
t

Subset of operational states where NOX tax is required in time period t

T Time periods, indexed by t

W Weights used for sos2, indexed by i

Parameters

CI
e

Investment costs for engine model e (USD)

CF
ot

Net present value of fuel costs in operational state o in time period t (USD/ton)

CN
ot

Net present value of NOX tax in operational state o in time period t (USD/ton)

CV
ot

Net present value of penalty cost for exceeding machinery room volume in operational state o in time period t (USD/m2/h)

Ae Area demand for engine model e [m2]

Li Engine load in % MCR at weight i (%)

LL Lower limit for engine load on any engine model (%) in normal operation

LU Upper limit for engine load on any engine model (%) in normal operation

PD
ot

Power demand in operational state o in time period t (kW)

PR
e

Rated power of engine model e (kW)

SFie Fuel performance factor for engine model e at engine load represented by weight i (ton/kWh)

SNe Specific NOX constant for engine model e (–)

Tot Time spent in operational state o in time period t (hrs)

AU Available area in machinery room (m2)

AV Maximum machinery room area violation (m2)

Variables

xjem Binary variable equal to 1 if engine j of engine model e and manufacturer m is selected, and 0 otherwise

yjemot Fuel performance factor of engine j of engine model e by manufacture m in operational state o in time period t

zm Binary variable equal to 1 if manufacturer m is selected, and 0 otherwise

v Violation of machinery room area (m2)

ajemot Binary variable equal to 1 if engine j of engine model e by manufacturer m is running in operational state o. of time period t, and 0

otherwise

bjemot Engine load for engine j of engine type e by manufacturer m in operational state o time period t

cijemot Weight variable i for engine j of engine model e by manufacturer m in operational state o in time period t

412 J Mar Sci Technol (2015) 20:406–416
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engine j ? 1 will for the same reason neither be. The

following anti-symmetry cuts (23)–(25) are added to the

model described in Sect. 3.1.1.

xjþ1;em � xjemm 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 JenfjJejg ð23Þ

ajþ1;emot � ajemott 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 JenfjJejg
ð24Þ

bjþ1;emot � bjemott 2 T ; o 2 Ot;m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 JenfjJejg
ð25Þ

The total number of engines to be tested for installation

is Ê ¼
P

m2M;e2Em
Jej j. These engines can be combined in a

large amount of different configurations which all need to

be evaluated regarding feasibility and total costs.

4 Case study

A case study considering a small size anchor handling tug

support vessel (AHTS) has been carried out to exemplify

how the model can assist ship designers and owners in

selecting the diesel electric machinery configuration in

conceptual design. Section 4.1 presents the input data,

while the computational tests and their results are described

in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Input data

The operational profiles used in the case study are based on

data from Radan et al. [2] on a small size AHTS and from

Hovland and Gudmestad [27] on offshore support vessel

operations in the North Sea. We consider a lifetime of

20 years, divided in time periods and operational states

presented in Fig. 5. Each time period has a length of

10 years, where the first represents operations outside the

northern coast of Norway. The second period represents

operations in the North Sea, which is a SECA [11] and

hence only low sulphur fuels can be used. Seven unique

operational states are considered: harbor, transit supply,

transit towing, DP/standby low, DP/standby high, anchor

handling and bollard pull (BP) condition. In Fig. 5 TP1 and

TP2 refer to time period 1 and 2, respectively. The power

demand of the operational state DP/standby high is in TP1

4,100 (kW), whereas it is reduced to 3,600 kW in TP2.

This difference reflects change of operational area to one

with less harsh environment. In TP2 the ship spends no

time in the operational states Transit towing, Anchor

handling and BP condition, which reflects a change in its

assigned contract.

We further evaluated a total of 54 unique diesel engines,

where 15 engine models were made by manufacturer

referred to as M1, 23 by manufacturer M2 and 16 by

manufacturer M3. The rated power of these engines ranged

from 455 to 8,000 kW. For normal operations the lower

and upper bounds on the engines’ load were set to 20 and

90 % of max rating, respectively. The upper load limit is

only exceeded in an emergency situation. With our

redundancy requirements we prepare for emergencies, but

we do not consider any emergency operations as part of the

operating profile. The fuel consumption curve was

approximated by a sos2 set containing ten linear segments

represented by 11 weights.

The fuel price at the beginning of TP1 was set to 698

(USD/ton) for operations outside SECA and 931 (USD/ton)

inside SECA [28]. A discount rate of 8 % was used to find

averaged net present values for the two time periods. The

NOX tax was set to 965 (USD/ton) [10] and the similar

procedure as for the fuel costs was used to average the net

present value. The investment costs for the engines were

set to 172 (USD/kW) [25]. The machinery room area

restriction and violation cost were estimated based on

reference ship designs and time charter rates [2, 17, 18, and

29].

The problems were solved with the commercial software

IVE Xpress in Windows 7, clock speed of 2.60 GHz and

8 GB of memory.

4.2 Computational study

Solving the problem with the model (4)–(25), the optimal

solution gave an expected net present value lifecycle cost

of 46.70 (mill USD), with a fuel cost of 42.56 (mill USD),

1.57 (mill USD) in investment costs, 1.04 (mill USD) in

NOX taxes, and an area violation penalty of approximately

1 (mill USD). This shows that fuel costs dominate the

investment costs, indicating that even small percentage

improvements in the fuel efficiency of the ship’s machinery

system can offset a considerable percentage increase in the

ship price.

When running this test, the anti-symmetry cuts descri-

bed in Sect. 3.2 were used, as this proved to have a positive

effect on the solution time. The optimal solution was found

after approximately 70 s.

The optimal configuration consisted of five engines

made by manufacturer M2, all different models ranging

from a rated power of 760 kW to about 2600 kW. The

advantage of this combination of engines is the flexibility it

gives for fuel optimization for the complete operational

profile by allowing different subsets of the engines to run

close to their optimal settings while meeting the power

requirements of each state. However, common practice is

to limit the number of engine models to one or two, due to

spare parts, maintenance and cost of operation [17, 18].

Thus, an additional upper bound of two different engine

models is added to the mathematical model:
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X
m2M

X
e2Em

dem � 2 ð26Þ

xjem � dem � 0 m 2 M; e 2 Em; j 2 Je ð27Þ

dem 2 0; 1f g m 2 M; e 2 Em; ð28Þ

where the binary variable dem is 1 if engine model e of

manufacturer m is selected, and zero otherwise. Constraint

(26) ensures that no more than two unique engine models

are installed, while constraints (27) and (28) are coupling

constraints and variable binary restrictions, respectively.

Another aspect is that the investment costs are estimated

to be proportional to the engines’ rated power, and thus do

not take into consideration the economy of size. The

investment costs are among others a function of engine

model and size, number of engines, and possibly relation-

ships between shipbuilder and manufacturer. What is not

included in the investment costs when assuming these to be

linear to the engines rated power are the costs of the sub-

systems and additional components needed. To include this,

we assumed the marginal investment costs to be decreasing

for increasing rated power, based on the investment costs of

gas turbines used by Frangopoulos [30].

By adding constraints (26)–(28) and a nonlinear engine

cost function, the optimal engine configuration was still

selected from manufacturer M2, but now consisting of two

engines of 2,000 kW and two of size 2,600 kW. The

expected net present value life cycle cost was slightly

reduced, from 46.70 (mill USD) to 46.1 (mill USD). This

reduction ismainly caused by a lower investment costs due to

the introduction of a nonlinear cost function, accounting for

economy of size (and is thus not directly comparable). There

was a small reduction in the area penalty cost, now 0.40 (mill

USD), while fuel cost and NOx cost had a minor increase, to

42.62 (mill USD) and 1.05 (mill USD), respectively. The

optimal solution was found in approximately 65 s.

Often, the choice of engine manufacturers is restricted by

the Makers List provided by the ship owner. The presented

model can still be used for configuration optimization. To

illustrate this, we preselected themanufacturer to beM3. The

expected net present value life cycle cost are 49.63 (mill

USD), where 1.10 (mill USD) of these are investment costs

and fuel costs 46.67 (mill USD). The NOx cost did not

change significantly from the former runs, and the area

penalty cost was now 0.79 (mill USD). The engines in this

configuration are one with rated power of approximately

1,600 kW and twowith a rated power of 5,200 kW. It should

be noted that we also here used nonlinear investment costs

and an upper limit of two unique enginemodels. The solution

time was now only 2.2 s. The presented model can easily be

adapted to consider this separation of the problem, such that

the optimal configuration can be found for each manufac-

turer and then these results can be compared. The model can

also easily be adapted to consider mixed manufacturer con-

figurations, which might occur in some cases.

The solutions found in the previous three runs are all

different in configuration, whereas the net present value

costs were only significantly increased by forcing manu-

facturer M3. This indicates that the objective function

typically is close to flat when a manufacturer’s engine

model specter is large, as for manufacturer M2 in this case,

while for manufacturers with as smaller specter, as for M3,

the objective function can be more strongly convex

(speaking of cost minimization). Presenting the overall

optimal configuration or per manufacturer can give the

decision-maker valuable information on the expected

operational costs, and also show to what extent flexibility is

valued regarding the combination of fuel efficiency and

operational profiles of the ship.

5 Discussion and conclusion

In this work we have presented an optimization model

to use in conceptual phase of ship design for decision

Fig. 5 Life time operations of

AHTS
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support on selecting configuration of diesel engines in

a DE machinery system. The model aims at minimizing

investment and operational costs over the ship’s life-

time when the ship’s operational profiles are assumed

known.

The investment costs of the machinery are modeled as

engine model dependent and relevant cost data for instal-

lation of engines and subsystems should be obtained in

cooperation with stakeholders. The operational costs

accounted for in the model are fuel costs and NOX taxes. In

addition, a cost of violating the designated machinery room

area is included, corresponding to the potential value of the

lost cargo capacity. We have presented a method for cal-

culating fuel consumption and costs when power demand is

given. The method is based on engine model specifications

and load distribution amongst the engines to optimize the

fuel efficiency. Costs for NOX tax are included for opera-

tions in areas where such environmental regulations are

enforced.

The use of the model has been illustrated with a case

study based on an anchor handling tug support vessel

(AHTS), where the results show that investment costs are

dominated by fuel costs. For an AHTS in general the

investment and operating costs are usually not paid by the

same stakeholder, but separated between ship owner and

contractor. The presented case study indicates that

increased investment costs, if resulting in reduced fuel

consumption, can give lifetime savings, and therefore it can

be economically beneficial to consider investment and

operational costs simultaneously. Decision-makers often

use a pay-back period of 5 years instead of a life time

perspective when evaluating new builds. The model can be

adjusted to consider a 5-year pay-back period and the

shorter time horizon might alter the findings.

We believe that this model can give valuable decision

support for DE machinery system configuration in con-

ceptual design. The model can be used to give information

on expected operational costs and level of flexibility pre-

ferred regarding the ship’s future operational profiles.

Other criteria than those considered here can be important

for the decision-maker. The model can then be used to

obtain a set of alternative configurations that can be eval-

uated by the decision-maker.
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